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Abstract. To date, many vehicular ad hoc network unicast routing protocols have been

1. Introduction

(GPSR) [1] and Greedy Perimeter Coordinator Routing (GPCR) [2], use the greedy forwarding approach
for an intermediate node to forward a packet to its
direct neighbor that is known in real-time and which
is closest to the geographic position of the destination. However, both of them must execute the repair
strategy, as with the perimeter mode of GPSR, to
escape the local maximum [1] on the path where greedy
forwarding fails in real-time. Vehicle-Assisted Data Delivery (VADD) [3], Road-Based using Vehicular Trac
(RBVT) [4], GeoCross [5], Intersection Graph (IG) [6]
etc. further improve the unicast routing performance
in VANET. However, when there is low trac density
during non-rush hour periods, the network is often
not fully connected, with intermittent and opportunis-
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proposed to support ecient packet transmission between vehicles in urban environments.
However, when there is insucient vehicle density during non-rush hour times, the vehicular
ad hoc network is often intermittently connected. These unicast routing protocols,
therefore, perform poorly when forwarding packets over this vehicular disruption tolerant
network. This paper adopts the controlled replication approach, in a proposed IG-Ferry
routing protocol, to spray a limited number of packet copies, denoted by packet token
values, to relay vehicles in a vehicular disruption tolerant network. We then identify three
kinds of relay vehicle, i.e. direct buses, non-direct buses and private cars according to their
travel itineraries. Based on the proposed delay evaluation function for the three types of
intermediate vehicle, the IG-Ferry packet spraying mechanism, instead of that of traditional
binary spraying, can eciently spray appropriate packet tokens to vehicles. Finally,
intensive NS2 simulations are conducted using the realistic Shanghai city vehicle trac
trace, IEEE 802.11p protocol, with EDCA and the Nakagami radio propagation model,
to show that IG-Ferry outperforms three well-known VDTN routing protocols, in terms
of average packet delivery ratios, end-to-end transmission delays and packet replication
overheads, with respect to various combinations of ve communication parameters.
© 2015 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

In order to achieve ecient unicast routing in vehicular
ad hoc networks (VANETs), trac information, such
as positions, direction of movement, speed and distribution of all vehicles and real-time trac events, are
essential to derive optimal routes for multi-hop wireless
packet transmission. Well-known position-based routing protocols, like Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing
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tic connectivity. These unicast routing protocols,
therefore, exhibit poor packet forwarding performance
over these kinds of intermittently connected mobile
ad hoc networks, which are called Disruption Tolerant
Networks or Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) [7,8].
DTNs feature sparse and intermittent connectivity, long and variable delay, high latency, high error
rates, and no stable end-to-end path [9]. To achieve
packet transmission between source and destination
nodes over a DTN, two types of routing approach
have been proposed to overcome the characteristics
of DTNs. One is the single-copy protocol that
never replicates a packet [10], and the other is the
multi-copy protocol that does replicate packets [11].
The single-copy protocols, like Message Ferrying [12]
and GeOpps [13], usually adopt the Store-Carry-andForward (SCF) technique [14] to keep only a single copy
of a packet in the DTN at any given time. They, therefore, introduce a very low packet delivery ratio, but a
high end-to-end packet delay. Conversely, nodes using
Epidemic routing [15], one of the multi-copy protocols,
continuously replicate and transmit packets to newly
discovered nodes that have not already received a copy
of the packet. Epidemic routing can, thus, achieve the
highest packet delivery ratio in DTNs by adopting this
kind of uncontrolled replication approach. However,
replicating packets without any control is extremely
wasteful in terms of wireless bandwidth and bu er
space.
Consequently, several protocols, like Spray and
Wait [16], Spray and Focus [17], Selectively MAkingpRogress Toward delivery (SMART) [18] and
GeoSpray [19], have adopted the controlled replication
approach to spray a small, xed number of packet
copies to di erent relay nodes. The source or the
relay node uses the binary spraying scheme [16] to
opportunistically forward one-half of the carried packet
copies to a new contact until it meets the destination.
This approach has advantages in terms of reducing
the enormous resource overhead of Epidemic routing.
However, protocols adopting the controlled replication
approach may su er from low delivery ratios, long
transmission delays and/or require extra space for
storing needed information, compared to Epidemic
routing.
When further considering packet routing among
vehicular nodes in Vehicular Delay Tolerant Networks
(VDTN) [20], di erent types of vehicle may own heterogeneous information about their movements and current geographical locations. For example, public buses
and trains know their current movement directions,
schedules, stops, and their maximal allowed speeds,
etc. on their strictly prede ned itineraries. However,
taxis will not necessarily move along a xed route, even
when driving to a prede ned destination. Additionally,
privately owned vehicles, with or without navigation

systems, will not necessarily follow a planned route, or
may change their destinations en route [21]. Because
traditional DTN spraying protocols do not consider
the heterogeneous characteristics of these vehicles,
they cannot achieve optimal routing performances for
VDTN.
In this paper, intermediate vehicles, which meet
the vehicle carrying the packet copy, are classi ed into
three categories in VDTN, according to their movement
itineraries. The rst type is the direct bus, which can
move from the contacted position to the destination.
The second type is the non-direct bus, which does not
leave for the destination from the contacted position.
The third type is the private car, which may change
its destination while travelling. Major contributions of
this paper are listed as follows:
1. By extending the controlled multi-copy replication
approach over the intermittently connected VDTN,
we will propose the IG-Ferry protocol, instead of
that of traditional binary spraying, to eciently
spray appropriate packet tokens to the maximum
number of relay vehicles.
2. The IG-Ferry packet spraying mechanism depends
on the proposed Delay Evaluation Function (DEF)
for three types of intermediate vehicle.
3. Due to short contact durations and limited wireless
bandwidth between vehicles within wireless transmission range, we also propose the shortest remaining Time-To-Live (TTL) rst packet scheduling
mechanism to transfer the restricted amount of
packets in a contact opportunity.
4. Based on the geographical location and mobility
information of heterogeneous vehicles, IG-Ferry can
signi cantly improve its average packet delivery
ratio, reduce its average end-to-end delay and
decrease its average replication overhead, compared
to traditional replication-based or non-replicationbased routing protocols.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Related work is compared in Section 2. Details of
IG-Ferry are described in Section 3. In Section 4,
NS2 simulations are conducted to show that IG-Ferry
outperforms four well-known VDTN protocols, i.e.
Epidemic, Spray and Focus, SMART and GeoSpray
in terms of average packet delivery ratios, end-to-end
delays and replication overheads. Finally, conclusions
and suggestions for future work are given in Section 5.

2. Related work
As mentioned above, the controlled replication approach is able to reduce the enormous resource overhead introduced by the uncontrolled packet replication
of Epidemic routing. Speci cally, the Spray and Wait
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scheme initially generates L packet copies for every
packet originating at a source node. The source or
the relay node uses the binary spraying scheme [16] to
opportunistically forward one-half of the carried packet
copies to a new contact in the spray phase. In the
wait phase of Spray and Wait, at most, L relay nodes
carrying a packet copy forward the copy only to its
destination. However, the destination su ers from a
low packet delivery ratio because the relay itself may
not move into the wireless transmission range of the
destination; even so, the packet transmission delay will
be signi cant. Therefore, the relay in the focus phase
of the Spray and Focus scheme can forward its copy to
a further relay, depending on the value calculated by a
utility function, rather than waiting for the destination
to be encountered. In addition, Spray and Focus
adopts the value of the forwarding token to represent
the number of packet copies carried by a relay, which
reduces a relay bu er space for storing multiple packet
copies.
Selectively MAking pRogress Toward delivery
(SMART) adopts repeated mobility patterns of mobile
nodes, i.e. encounter histories with other nodes, to determine the destination's travel companions, i.e. nodes
that frequently encounter the destination. The source
node rst injects a xed number of packet copies into
the network to opportunistically forward the packet to
the destination's companions. When the packet reaches
a companion, this companion only forwards received
packets to other companions, instead of all contacted
nodes. SMART therefore achieves a higher delivery ratio and lower delivery latency than schemes like Spray
and Focus, which only use controlled opportunisticallyforwarding mechanisms. However, SMART needs a
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lot of space to record encounter histories with other
nodes.
GeoSpray makes routing decisions based on geographical location data provided by a positioning
device like GPS. It assumes that each vehicle has to
move along a route suggested by its navigation system
to determine the Nearest Point (NP) on its route to the
destination. Therefore, the Minimum Estimated Time
of Delivery (METD) of the vehicle to the destination
is equal to the sum of the time from the vehicle to the
NP, and from the NP to the destination. GeoSpray
starts with a multiple-copy scheme to spread a limited
number of packet copies, and then switches to a singlecopy forwarding scheme to seek additional contact
opportunities. Instead of performing opportunistic
forwarding, as proposed in Spray and Wait and Spray
and Focus, GeoSpray also adopts the binary spraying
scheme to guarantee that one half of the packet copies
is only spread to intermediate vehicles that are closer
to the packet's destination vehicle, i.e. intermediate
vehicles that have smaller METDs than those of the
current vehicle. However, not all vehicles have onboard navigation systems to plan their routes in advance and then calculate corresponding METDs; the
GeoSpray routing mechanism may fail in these cases.
Table 1 lists important characteristics of multicopy routing protocols for VDTN. The rst feature
is whether the token is used to replace the packet
copy. The protocols use of tokens can reduce consumed
wireless bandwidth and bu er spaces to spray and
store packet copies, especially with a large number of
maximum allowed replicable packet copies. Vehicle
trac information, including geographical positions,
real-time movement information like movement direc-

Protocols

Table 1. Characteristics of multi-copy routing protocols for VDTNs.
Characteristics
Token
Real-time Speci c
Spraying
(instead of Driving Vehicle Geographical
movement (utility)
mechanism
the packet itinerary type information
information function
copy)
IG-Ferry

X

X

GeoSpray

X
X
X

X

SMART
Spray and focus
Spray and wait
Epidemic

X

X
X

X

Four cases
(depending on
X driving itinerary,
(DEF)
vehicle type,
DEF value)

X

(METD)

X
X

Binary spraying
Binary spraying
Binary spraying
Binary spraying
Uncontrolled
replication
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tions, instantaneous speeds and driving itineraries,
is essential in deriving optimal routes for VANETs.
As the input to a speci c decision function, this
information also helps the vehicle to select the best
candidate neighbor to eciently spray the packet. Additionally, di erent types of vehicle have various driving
behaviors and itineraries. The binary spraying scheme
used in traditional controlled replication protocols does
not consider these vehicle heterogeneities. Therefore,
protocols with binary packet spraying and replication
among vehicles in VDTNs are de cient. Compared
to these well-known multi-copy routing protocols, the
proposed IG-Ferry features important characteristics
to further improve routing performance in VDTNs.
Details of the IG-Ferry will be described below.

3. IG-Ferry routing protocol
3.1. IG-Ferry concepts

IG-Ferry consists of three important design concepts,
described below:
1. IG-Ferry classi es contacted vehicles into three
types, i.e. direct buses, non-direct buses and private cars according to their heterogeneous mobility
information. It further adopts di erent token replication mechanisms for them to eciently forward
packet copies. For example, when the current relay
vehicle contacts a direct bus, it will forward its
carried packets with the appropriate token value,
at least one, to that direct bus. In the worst case
scenario, even when all other relay vehicles fail to
reach the destination, this replication mechanism
still guarantees that the direct bus can carry the
packet with the token value by itself to reach the
destination. Details of replication mechanisms are
described below.
2. IG-Ferry records the number of packet copies carried by a relay vehicle, as the value of the forwarding
token in the packet header, as Spray and Focus,
in order to reduce the relay's required bu er space
for storing multiple packet copies and consumed
wireless bandwidth for their exchange.
3. IG-Ferry proposes the DEF function to eciently
spray packet token values to the maximum number
of appropriate relay vehicles, depending on their
type, geographical location and mobility information. Thus, IG-Ferry yields better performance
than traditional multiple-copy routing protocols.

3.2. IG-Ferry delay evaluation function

In order to spray more token values to vehicle that can
reach the destination soonest, we propose the Delay
Evaluation Function (DEF), as shown in Figure 1, to
estimate how much delay time the vehicle will require
to carry the packet token from the current location

to the destination in the worst case scenario. The
delay time consists of two parts. Assume that the
current relay vehicle, which could be a public bus B k
or a private car C k , enters the wireless communication range of the contacted vehicle B l =C l . Distknext
and Distlnext are de ned as the curve-metric distances
from the current contacted location, where B k =C k
k
and B l =C l meet, to the rst intersections, Inext
and
l
k
k
l
l
Inext , that B =C and B =C will reach, respectively.
These curve-metric distances are measured according
to geometric shape [22]. Thus, B k =C k and B l =C l must
k and
spend the rst part of the delay time, i.e. Tnext
k
l
Tnext , carrying the packet token by themselves to Inext
l
k
l
and Inext . Eq. (1) formulates Tnext and Tnext , where
V k and V l denote the average speeds of B k =C k and
B l =C l , respectively.
k =
Tnext

Distknext
;
Vk

l
Tnext
=

Distlnext
:
Vl

(1)

l
!    ! Im ! In !
If B l =C l follows a path, i.e. Inext
l , to the closest
   ! Id , from the rst intersection, Inext
intersection, Id , which directly connects to the road
segment on which the destination is currently situated,
it must spend the time, Distm;n =Vm;n , carrying the
packet token by itself to pass the curve-metric distance,
Distm;n , of each road segment, Rm;n , where Vm;n
denotes the average speed of B l =C l on road segment
Rm;n . Therefore, B l =C l must spend the second part of
l , formulated by Eq. (2), carrying the packet
time, Tcur
token by itself along each road segment of this path to
the destination, where the set, RS l , contains each road
segment, Rm;n .
k =
Tcur
l =
Tcur

Distm;n
;
2RS k Vm;n

X

8Rm;n

Distm;n
:
2RS l Vm;n

X

8Rm;n

(2)

Thus, B k =C k also uses Eq. (2) to calculate the second
k . Finally, the estimated DEF values,
part of time, Tcur
k
l
i.e., T and T , of B k =C k and B l =C l , are equal to the
sums of the two parts of their delay times, formulated
k + T k and T l
l
as Tnext
cur
next + Tcur , respectively, and as
shown in Eq. (3):
k + Tk ;
T k = Tnext
cur

l + Tl :
T l = Tnext
cur

(3)

In addition, we propose di erent approaches to calculate curve-metric distances for three types of vehicle
in VDTNs. This curve-metric distance represents the
maximum estimated distance for the current vehicle
to carry the packet tokens by itself to reach the
destination.
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Figure 1. The delay evaluation function for vehicle k at its current location loc.
1. If the vehicle is a direct bus, its curve-metric
distance, i.e. Distcur , is equal to the total length
of the road segments along its itinerary from the
rst intersection, Inext , after the contact, to the
closest intersection, Id , of the destination. As
shown in the upper right part of Figure 2, though
two direct buses, B k and B l , drive to the same
rst intersection, I 15, their itineraries after I 15
contain di erent intersections, i.e. I 12, I 7 and IE
for B k , and I 16, I 13, I 8 and ID for B l , to reach the
closest intersection to the destination. Thus, their
curve-metric distances, i.e. Distkcur and Distlcur , are
calculated along their individual itineraries.
2. If the vehicle is a non-direct bus, it cannot carry the
packet tokens by itself to the destination. Thus,
its curve-metric distance, Distcur , is estimated as
the sum of two parts. The rst part is the curvemetric distance from the rst intersection of the
vehicle to the Nearest Point (NP) on its pre-de ned
itinerary to the destination. The second part is the
distance the packet token is carried by the relay

vehicle r from the NP to the destination. Here,
the NP is considered the new starting location
in order to estimate the curve-metric distance of
the second part. Data-mining schemes, like Semantic Trajectory Mining [23], etc., are usually
adopted to calculate contact probabilities between
two vehicles. Hence, they could be used here
to predict the closest vehicle, which will contact
the current packet-carried vehicle with the highest
contact probability to the NP, as the relay vehicle
r. As shown in Figure 2, the non-direct bus, B l ,
between I 10 and I 11 can carry the packet token
by itself as far as the NP, i.e. I 2, along its prede ned itinerary, which is shown as the orange
dashed line beside B l . Then, B l replicates the
packet tokens at I 2 to the closest contact vehicle,
which is moving toward I 3. In this way, the
packet tokens can reach the closest intersection
IE, and, nally, the destination. The curve-metric
distance, Distlcur , of B l is, therefore, estimated as
the total length of the road segments along the
green path.
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Figure 2. DEF examples for three types of vehicles.
3. According to results observed in real life, most
driver trips were duplicated.
Hence, some
trajectory-based scheme, like the Shared-Trajectorybased Data Forwarding Scheme (STDFS) [24], History Based Predictive Routing (HBPR) [25], etc.
can be used in this paper to predict the routes of
private cars. Hence, if the vehicle is a private car, its
curve-metric distance, Distcur , is estimated as the
sum of the following three parts. The rst part is
the curve-metric distance from the rst intersection
to one of its adjacent intersections; the second
is the curve-metric distance of a path starting
from this adjacent intersection to the Nearest Point
(NP) on the vehicle's predicted itinerary to the
destination; the third part is the distance the packet
token is carried by the closest contact vehicle r
from the NP to the destination. As shown in
Figure 1, the rst intersection along the route of
C k is I 11, which has three adjacent intersections,
i.e., I 12, I 14 and I 6. The curve-metric path from
I 11 to the closest intersection, i.e. ID or IE, of
the destination must pass by one of these three
candidate intersections, which is I 6 in Figure 2.
Then, C k carries the packet token by itself, as far
as the NP, i.e. I 3, along its itinerary, predicted
by the trajectory-based scheme. After that, C k
replicates the packet tokens at I 3 to the closest contact vehicle moving toward the closest intersection,
IE, such that the packet tokens can nally reach
the destination. Consequently, the curve-metric
distance, Distkcur , of C k is, therefore, estimated as
the total length of all the road segments along
the purple path, consisting of I 11, I 6, I 3 and
IE.
E kl , in Eq. (4), is used to express the DEF ratio
by dividing the DEF value of B l =C l by that of B k =C k

upon an encounter.
Tl
:
(4)
Tk
If E kl is smaller than 1, i.e., T l is smaller than
T k , B l =C l will incur a lower estimated delay than
B k =C k to carry the packet token by itself to the
destination, which means that B l =C l is likely to reach
the destination sooner, and the IG-Ferry will, therefore,
spray more packet tokens to B l =C l . Details of the IGFerry spraying mechanism are described below.
E kl =

3.3. IG-Ferry protocol ow

The IG-Ferry protocol starts when any vehicle that
does not carry the packet token makes contact with the
source vehicle, i.e. Csrc . In Figure 3, Csrc is located
between intersections I 11 and I 12. According to the
binary spraying scheme, Csrc forwards one-half of its
carried packet tokens to this vehicle to be relayed to
the destination vehicle, i.e. Cdst . The initial Time
To Live (TTL) values are assigned to these packets to
represent the maximal remaining lifetimes of carried
packets. After the packet tokens have been carried by
the rst relay vehicle, there are four cases for spraying
packet tokens between the current relay vehicle and the
contacted vehicle, depending on vehicle type. When
the carried packet is replicated or forwarded to a
contacted vehicle, the TTL value of this packet is
decreased by the time elapsed since the last packet
replication or forwarding. As soon as the TTL value
of a carried packet is reduced to zero, the packet
should be dropped from the bu er. During the limited
contact period, two vehicles adopt the largest TTL rst
packet scheduling mechanism to exchange their carried
packets. An example of packet token spraying between
two vehicles is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 illustrates
the complete IG-Ferry packet token spraying ow.
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Figure 3. An example of packet token spraying between two vehicles.

Figure 4. The IG-Ferry packet token spraying ow.

Case 1: When a direct bus carrying packet tokens

meets a direct bus.
As shown in Case 1 of Figure 3, when direct
bus, B k , which is carrying the packet with the token
value, T Ok , encounters direct bus B l , which can drive
to one of the closest intersections, i.e., I 4 and I 5, to
destination Cdst along its itinerary, B k and B l rst
exchange a list of carried packets and corresponding

token values through the HELLO message. There are
two di erent situations for spraying the packet tokens
between these two vehicles. First, if B k and B l carry
the same packets with token values T Ok and T Ol ,
both will re-spray all packet tokens, i.e., T Ok + T Ol ,
according to Eq. (5), to B k and B l , respectively. The
vehicle with the smallest estimated DEF value is likely
to reach the destination soonest.
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= (T O k + T O l ) 
=

(T Ok + T Ol )



m
Tl
k
l
T +T

Tk
T k +T l

k

(5)

Thus, Eq. (5) implies that the direct bus with the
smaller estimated DEF value will carry larger packet
token values in order to spray them to more relay
vehicles. In this way, end-to-end transmission delays
for these packets to arrive at the destination can be
reduced. Second, if B l does not carry the same packets
as B k , B k will replicate these packets with appropriate
token values to B l . The IG-Ferry uses the following
rule, which is formulated as Eq. (6), to re-spray token
values between them.
8(
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
(
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
(
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

T Ok = 1
T Ol = T Ok

1

; if E kl < 1

T Ok = T Ok =2
; if E kl = 1
T Ol = T Ok =2
T Ok = T Ok
T Ol = 1

1

(6)

; if E kl > 1

If E kl < 1, which means that the estimated DEF, i.e.
T l of B l , is smaller than that of B k , i.e. T k , the packet
token values of B k and B l are assigned to 1 and T Ok
1, respectively. Conversely, if E kl > 1, the packet token
values of B k and B l are assigned as T Ok 1 and 1,
respectively. However, if E kl = 1, the binary spraying
approach is used to equally spray token values between
B k and B l . In this way, the IG-Ferry packet delivery
ratio can be improved by allowing each direct bus to
carry at least one packet token to the destination.

Case 2: When a direct bus carrying packet tokens

meets a non-direct bus or a private car.
As shown in Case 2 of Figure 3, when direct bus,
B k , which is carrying the packet with the token value,
T Ok , encounters a non-direct bus, B l , or a private car,
C l , denoted as B l =C l , B k and B l =C l , rst, exchange a
list of carried packets and corresponding token values
through the HELLO message, as in Case 1. There are
also two di erent situations for spraying the packet
tokens between these two vehicles. First, if B k and
B l =C l carry the same packets with token values T Ok
and T Ol , both will re-spray all packet tokens, i.e.
T Ok + T Ol , to B k and B l =C l with the same rule,
i.e. Eq. (5), as Case 1. Second, as mentioned above,
if E kl < 1, the estimated DEF, i.e. T l of B l =C l , is
smaller than T k of B k , which means that B l =C l is likely
to reach the destination sooner. Therefore, if B l =C l
does not carry the same packets as B k and E kl < 1,
the IG-Ferry re-sprays 1 and (T Ok 1) packet tokens

to B k and B l =C l , respectively. Conversely, if E kl > 1,
which means that the current direct bus, B k , is likely to
reach the destination sooner, B k keeps all packet tokens
and does not need to replicate any packets to B l =C l .
As in Case 1, the binary spraying approach is used to
equally spray token values between B k and B l =C l , if
E kl = 1. With the rule formulated in Eq. (7), the IGFerry reduces the total number of replicated packets
among vehicles in VDTNs by only re-spraying packet
tokens to the direct bus, which reaches the destination
by itself, or to the non-direct bus or private car, which
will reach the destination sooner than the current relay
vehicle.
If B l =C l does not carry the same packet of B k :
8(
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
(
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
(
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

T Ok = 1
T Ol = T Ok

1

; if E kl < 1

T Ok = T Ok =2
; if E kl = 1
T Ol = T Ok =2

(7)

T Ok = T Ok
; if E kl > 1
T Ol = 0

Case 3: When a non-direct bus or a private car

carrying packet tokens meets a direct bus.
As shown in Case 3 of Figure 3, when the nondirect bus or private car, B k =C k , carrying the packet
with the token value, T Ok , encounters direct bus, B l ,
B k =C k and direct bus B l will exchange their lists of
carried packets and corresponding token values through
the HELLO message. After this, they will re-spray
their packet tokens with the following two rules. First,
if B k =C k and B l carry the same packets with token
values, T Ok and T Ol , both will re-assign all packet
tokens, i.e. T Ok + T Ol , to B k =C k and B l , with Eq. (5)
as Case 1. Second, if B l does not carry the same
packets as B k =C k and E kl < 1,B k =C k , will forward
the carried packets with all token values, i.e. T Ok , to
B l , because B l is a direct bus and is likely to reach
the destination sooner than B k =C k . Then, B k =C k
will clear these packets from its bu er. Conversely,
if E kl > 1, which means that current B k =C k is likely
to reach the destination sooner than B l , B k =C k must
replicate each packet to direct bus B l with the token
value of 1. It then modi es the token values of these
replicated packets to T Ok 1. Consequently, the
IG-Ferry packet delivery ratio can be increased by
allowing B l to carry a packet copy to the destination
with the aforementioned rule, which is formulated as
Eq. (8).
If B l does not carry the same packet of B k =C k :
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
(
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
(
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

T Ok = 0
; if E kl < 1
T Ol = T Ok
T Ok = T Ok =2
; if E kl = 1
T Ol = T Ok =2
T Ok = T Ok
T Ol = 1

1

(8)

; if E kl > 1

Case 4: When a non-direct bus or private car car-

rying packet tokens meets a non-direct bus or private
car.
As in the three above cases, after B k =C k and
l
B =C l exchange their lists of carried packets and corresponding token values through the HELLO message,
as shown in Case 4 of Figure 3, they will re-spray their
packet tokens with the following two rules. First, if
B k =C k and B l =C l carry the same packets with token
values, T Ok and T Ol , both, will re-assign all packet
tokens, i.e. T Ok + T Ol , to B k =C k and B l =C l with
Eq. (5) as Case 1. Second, the token spraying rule of
this case is formulated as Eq. (9) if B l =C l does not
carry the same packets of B k =C k .
8(
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:

T Ok = 0
; if E kl < 1
T Ol = T Ok
T Ok = T Ok =2
; if E kl = 1
T Ol = T Ok =2

(9)

T Ok = T Ok
; if E kl > 1
T Ol = 0

simulator, NS-2.34 [27], to perform simulations in this
paper. Second, Nakagami-m [28] is a mathematical
general modeling of a radio channel with fading. By
varying the shape factor m value, a high fading
scenario, like a city environment or a freeway or
highway, can be formed [29]. As the radio propagation model used in [30-32] for VANETs, Nakagami3, which has been supported by NS-2.34, is adopted
in our simulations. Some recent work [33,34] has
found that obstacles have a signi cant e ect when two
vehicles are driving on roads separated by buildings
or vehicles. These studies tried to develop realistic
path loss models to improve the quality of wide range
VANET simulations. Whenever NS-2 supports these
proposed models, we will re-verify the validity of this
simulation in the near future. Third, each vehicle is
assumed to communicate with other vehicles by the
IEEE 802.11p protocol [35] with Enhanced Distributed
Channel Access (EDCA). According to the steps and
parameters described in [36], we apply 802.11p to these
NS-2 simulations. The transfer rate is chosen as the
lowest rate supported by 802.11p, namely 3 Mbps,
and the Communication Range (CR) is set at 250
m [30,31,34].
The sparse mobility settings simulate the Vehicular Delay-Tolerant Network (VDTN) scenario as
follows. As in [37], we also consider the real motion
traces from 1051 operational taxis for about one month
in Shanghai city, collected by GPS [38]. The location
information of the taxis is recorded within a 1010 kM2
area, shown in Figure 5. The itinerary, the NP and
the contact vehicle nearest the NP of every taxi, i.e.
the private car in this paper, are extracted from this
trace. Further, the instantaneous speed of each taxi is
con ned within 8-15 m/s. Based on Shanghai city bus
information, there are 458 public buses that move along

If E kl < 1, B k =C k will forward carried packets with all
token values, i.e. T Ok , to B l =C l ; it is likely to reach
the destination sooner than B k =C k . Then, B k =C k will
clear these packets from its bu er. Conversely, if E kl >
1, which means that current B k =C k is likely to reach
the destination sooner than B l =C l , B k =C k does not
need to replicate packets to B l =C l because B l =C l is
not guaranteed to reach the destination by itself. In
this way, the total number of replicated packets in the
IG-Ferry is reduced.

4. Simulations
4.1. Simulation environment

In [26], the authors derived ve core aspects de ning
Inter-Vehicle Communication (IVC) simulations, i.e.
network simulator, radio propagation model, medium
access protocol, road trac mobility and scenario
description. First, we adopt the well-known network
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Figure 5. Simulation topology of Shanghai city.
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their real itineraries with velocities of 10-12 m/s. The
maximum acceleration and deceleration for the public
buses are +0:5 m/s2 and 0:5 m/s2 , respectively. The
period of each trac light and the number of lanes
of each road segment are recorded in this real trace.
Finally, in the 1400-second period, i.e. 8:00 pm-8:23
pm on 1 March 2007 in the trace of Shanghai city [38],
we conduct a realistic scenario that contains CBR ows
transmitted with the UDP transport protocol between
di erent source-destination vehicle pairs, which are
uniformly chosen from all vehicles in this area. All
CBR ows begin their transmissions at 35 seconds
until the end of the simulation, with a default packet
size of 512 bytes, and 10 packets per second, which
introduces transmission rates of 40 kbps. The initial
TTL value of each CBR packet is set to 50 seconds in
default to represent the maximum remaining lifetimes
of carried packets. As soon as the TTL value of
a carried packet reaches zero, that packet should be
dropped from the default 0.6M byte bu er of each
vehicle. Conversely, if the destination vehicle receives
a packet copy with a positive TTL value, this packet is
called the successfully received one by the destination.
Parameters used for these simulations and their default
values are listed in Table 2.
In order to evaluate the transmission performance
of the aforementioned CBR/UDP trac with our
proposed IG-Ferry routing protocol in a VDTN, we
adopt four well-known DTN routing protocols, i.e.
Epidemic, Spray and Focus, SMART and GeoSpray for
performance comparison. Note that each vehicle with
the IG-Ferry rst exchanges its carried packet with

Parameter

the largest TTL value with encountered vehicles. In
the following, we compare the average values of three
performance metrics, i.e. Average Packet Delivery
Ratio (APDR), Average End-to-End Delay (AEED)
and Average Replication Overhead (ARO), for all ve
routing protocols with respect to ve parameters, i.e.
the number of CBR source-destination pairs, the value
of initial tokens, the initial TTL of each packet issued
by the source, packet size and bu er size. We conduct
twenty independent runs for each evaluation in which
the simulation time of each run is 1400 seconds, i.e.
the non-rush period from 8:00 pm to 8:23 pm on 1
March 2007 in the trace. The error bars in the following
gures represent the 95% con dence intervals. APDR
is de ned as the quotient of dividing the number of
packets successfully received by the destination over
the number of packets sent from the source vehicle, and
AEED is that of dividing the total end-to-end delays
of all successfully received packets by the number of
successfully received packets. In this paper, ARO is
de ned as the average value of total packet copies
replicated over vehicles in a VANET when the TTL
value of the packet reduces to zero for a single source
vehicle. Therefore, the DTN routing protocol with
the smallest average replication overhead value is the
one which replicates the least copies to all contacted
vehicles, which means this protocol consumes the least
wireless bandwidth for spraying copies.

4.2. Simulation results

Figures 6 and 7 show the APDRs and AEEDs achieved
by the ve VDTN routing protocols for successfully

Table 2. NS2 Simulation parameters.
Value

Simulation time
Simulation area
Number of private cars
Number of public buses
Number of CBR source-destination pairs
Number of initial tokens
Maximal Communication Range (CR)
Velocity range of private cars
Velocity range of public buses
CBR rate
MAC protocol
Physical propagation model
IEEE 802.11p wireless bandwidth
CBR packet size
Initial TTL value of each CBR packet
Bu er size of each vehicle

1400 seconds (8:00 pm - 8:23 pm on 1 March 2007 in the trace of
Shanghai city [38])
10 km  10 km
1051 (according to the trace of Shanghai city)
458 (according to bus information of Shanghai city)
10, 20, 30 (default), 40, 50
100
250 m
8-15 m/sec (according to the trace)
10-12 m/sec (according to the trace)
10 packets per second
IEEE 802.11p
Nakagami, m = 3 [30-32]
3 Mbps [30,31,34]
512 bytes
50 seconds
0.6 M bytes
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Figure 6. Average packet delivery ratio vs. the number
of source-destination trac pairs.
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Figure 8. Average replication overhead vs. the number of
source-destination trac pairs.

Table 3. Three normalized metrics vs. source-destination
trac pairs.

Epidemic
IG-Ferry
GeoSpray
SMART
Spray and focus

Figure 7. Average end-to-end delay vs. the number of
source-destination trac pairs.

received packets in Cdst . As the number of CBR
trac pairs increases, the APDRs of the ve VDTN
routing protocols decrease slowly, but their AEEDs
increase accordingly, due to increased collisions of
CBR packets. Because Epidemic is a ooding-based
protocol, it achieves the highest APDRs and the lowest
AEEDs. Conversely, it is extremely wasteful of wireless
bandwidth and bu er space in its replication of the
huge number of copies over vehicles, as shown by the
AROs in Figure 8. Three traditional controlled replication approaches, i.e. Spray and Focus, SMART and
GeoSpray, achieve signi cant improvements on their
AROs over Epidemic by controlled opportunisticallyforwarding and binary spraying mechanisms. However,
they do not consider heterogeneous vehicle characteristics in VDTNs. These three protocols, therefore, su er
from much lower APDRs and higher AEEDs than Epidemic, as shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Based
on the proposed token spraying ow and estimated
DEF values for three kinds of heterogeneous vehicle,

APDR AEED ARO
100%

75%
64%
59%
54%

100%

100%

194%
210%
231%

9%
9%
9%

134%

7%

the IG-Ferry re-sprays at least one packet token to direct buses, and more packet tokens to the vehicle most
likely to reach the destination sooner upon a contact,
which can raise its APDRs and reduce its AEEDs, as
compared to those of Spray and Focus, SMART and
GeoSpray. It also achieves lower AROs than these three
controlled replication approaches. Note that AROs of
all protocols in Figure 8 remain stable because they
are irrelevant to the number of CBR source-destination
pairs. By dividing the average metric value (vs. sourcedestination trac pairs) of each protocol over that
of Epidemic, Table 3 lists the normalized values of
three metrics of all protocols. It is clear that IGFerry outperforms GeoSpray, i.e. the best controlled
replication protocol among Spray and Focus, SMART
and GeoSpray, with 11% (75%-64%) on APDR, 60%
(194%-1334%) on AEED, and 2% (9%-7%) on ARO
in this sparse VDTN scenario. These results show
the signi cant performance improvements of IG-Ferry
over traditional controlled replication protocols at the
cost of only a 25% decrease and 34% increase on the
APDR and AEED of Epidemic, respectively. However,
IG-Ferry resolves the ooding defect of Epidemic by
obtaining 7% of the AROs of Epidemic.
As mentioned above, the ooding-based protocol,
i.e. Epidemic, continuously replicates and transmits
packets to newly discovered nodes that have not al-
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Figure 9. Average packet delivery ratio vs. the number
of initial tokens.

Figure 11. Average replication overhead vs. the number
of initial tokens.

Table 4. Three normalized metrics vs. the number of
initial tokens.

Epidemic
IG-Ferry
GeoSpray
SMART
Spray and focus

Figure 10. Average end-to-end delay vs. the number of
initial tokens.

ready received a copy of the packet. Therefore, three
metrics of Epidemic are independent of the number
of initial tokens given in the source vehicle, as shown
in Figures 9-11. Conversely, as the number of initial
tokens increases, the APDRs and AROs of these four
controlled replication VDTN routing protocols, i.e.
Spray and Focus, SMART, GeoSpray and IG-Ferry,
increase, while their AEEDs decline accordingly, as
shown in Figures 9 to 11, respectively. This is because
they can spray more packet copies to more vehicles and,
nally, to the destination, with higher possibilities and
shorter delays, when the initial token value is larger.
Moreover, these four protocols have much smaller
AROs than Epidemic because the maximum number of
replicated copies over all vehicles in VDTNs is limited
to the number of initial tokens. Of these four controlled
replication VDTN routing protocols, IG-Ferry has the
largest APDRs and the lowest AEEDs/AROs due to
its proposed token spraying ow. Moreover, as shown

APDR AEED ARO
100%

81%
70%
63%
59%

100%

100%

190%
205%
221%

16%
17%
17%

133%

13%

in Figures 9-11, respectively, its APDRs and AEEDs
approach those of Epidemic, but its AROs grow slower
than Spray and Focus, SMART and GeoSpray when
the token number reaches 300. This means that the
IG-Ferry achieves a much better performance over the
three traditional controlled replication protocols, especially when the number of tokens increases. Finally,
Table 4 lists the normalized values of three metrics
of all protocols. It is clear that IG-Ferry outperforms
GeoSpray with 11% (81%-70%) on APDR, 57% (190%133%) on AEED and 3% (16%-13%) on ARO, at a
cost of only a 19% decrease on the APDR and a 33%
increase on the AEED of Epidemic, respectively. These
results also prove that IG-Ferry resolves the ooding
defect of Epidemic with only 13% of the AROs of
Epidemic with respect to di erent numbers of initial
tokens.
With a larger TTL value, carried packets can
travel further, such that they have a higher probability
of reaching the destination, but a lower probability of
being dropped by intermediate vehicles. Thus, as the
TTL value of each packet increases, the APDRs and
AEEDs of the ve VDTN routing protocols all increase,
as shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. Note that
regardless of how large the TTL is, the maximal ARO
of each controlled replication VDTN routing protocol
is con ned by the number of tokens, which is 100, by
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Figure 12. Average packet delivery ratio vs. TTL.

Figure 13. Average end-to-end delay vs. TTL.
default. Therefore, their AROs are relatively stable
as the TTL increases, as shown in Figure 14. On
the other hand, in the worst case, those of Epidemic
can only increase to the total number of all vehicles,
consisting of public buses and private cars, when each
vehicle receives a copy of the CBR packet. In these
three gures, it is clear that IG-Ferry outperforms
the three traditional controlled replication protocols on
these three metrics. Table 5 lists the normalized values
of three metrics of all protocols over those of Epidemic.
It can be seen that IG-Ferry has a 12% (79%-67%)

Table 5. Three normalized metrics vs.
APDR AEED
Epidemic
100%
100%
IG-Ferry
79%
146%
GeoSpray
67%
211%
SMART
63%
228%
Spray and focus
57%
248%
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Figure 14. Average replication overhead vs. TTL.
higher APDR, a 65% (211%-146%) lower AEED, and
a 2% (8% - 6%) lower ARO than GeoSpray at a cost of
only a 21% decrease on the APDR, and a 46% increase
on the AEED of Epidemic, respectively. Moreover,
IG-Ferry obtains only 6% of the AROs of Epidemic,
even when the TTL increases to 110 seconds, which is
signi cant for VDTN protocols.
In the following, the results of three metrics of
ve VDTN routing protocols are presented with varied
packet sizes. Because the contact time of two vehicles
may not be long enough to replicate a large packet
between them, the carried packets with larger packet
sizes would be dropped by the intermediate vehicle and
collide with other packets during transmission with
higher possibilities before reaching the destination.
Therefore, as the size of each packet increases, the
APDRs of the ve VDTN routing protocols decrease,
as shown in Figure 15. Conversely, because each

TTL.

ARO
100%

6%
8%
8%
8%

Figure 15. Average packet delivery ratio vs. the packet
size.
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Table 6. Three normalized metrics vs. the packet size.
APDR AEED ARO
Epidemic
100%
100%
100%
IG-Ferry
77%
135%
7%
GeoSpray
66%
209%
7%
SMART
61%
218%
8%
Spray and focus
55%
241%
8%

Figure 16. Average end-to-end delay vs. the packet size.
intermediate vehicle incurs greater delays in order to
process and transmit larger packet copies, the AEEDs
of the ve protocols increase with the larger packet
size, as shown in Figure 16. Aside from the e ects of
packet dropping and collision as mentioned above, the
average values of total packet copies of all protocols
are independent of the packet size when the TTL value
of the packet reaches zero. However, Epidemic su ers
from higher packet dropping and collision probability
than the other four controlled replication protocols
due to its unlimited replication on contact, which gets
worse with larger packet sizes. Thus, the AROs of the
four controlled replication protocols are relatively more
stable than those of Epidemic, as shown in Figure 17.
According to the normalized values of three metrics
of all protocols listed in Table 6, the IG-Ferry has
an 11% (77%-66%) higher APDR, and a 74% (209%135%) lower AEED than GeoSpray at a cost of only

Figure 17. Average replication overhead vs. the packet
size.

Figure 18. Average packet delivery ratio vs. the bu er
size.

a 23% decrease on the APDR and a 35% increase
on the AEED of Epidemic, respectively. Though IGFerry has a 1% ARO improvement, at most, over the
other three traditional controlled replication protocols,
all four protocols result in up to 8% of the AROs of
Epidemic with respect to the varied packet size.
Furthermore, with larger bu er sizes, each intermediate vehicle can carry more packet copies such
that fewer packets will be dropped due to bu er
over ow by the intermediate vehicle before reaching
the destination. Thus, as the bu er size of each
vehicle increases, the APDRs of the ve VDTN routing
protocols increase, but their AEEDs decrease, as shown
in Figures 18 and 19. As mentioned above, the
AROs of Epidemic and the four controlled replication
protocols, shown in Figure 20, are limited to the
maximum number of all vehicles in a VDTN and the
number of initial tokens, respectively. Consequently,
the four controlled replication protocols have stable
ARO values under the number of initial tokens, i.e.
100, but Epidemic su ers from higher AROs as the
bu er size increases. The normalized values of three
metrics of all protocols, with respect to bu er size,
are listed in Table 7. IG-Ferry has a 12% (77%-65%)
higher APDR, a 58% (182%-124%) lower AEED, and
a 1% (8%-7%) lower ARO than GeoSpray, at a cost of
only a 23% decrease and a 24% increase in the APDR
and AEED of Epidemic, respectively. Moreover, IG-
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Figure 19. Average end-to-end delay vs. the bu er size.

Figure 20. Average replication overhead vs. the bu er
size.

Table 7. Three normalized metrics vs. the bu er size.
APDR AEED ARO
Epidemic
100%
100%
100%
IG-Ferry
77%
124%
7%
GeoSpray
65%
182%
8%
SMART
60%
194%
8%
Spray and focus
55%
227%
9%
Ferry only results in 7% of the AROs of Epidemic. We
summarize aforementioned simulation results for the
three metrics of the ve routing protocols as follows:
1. Though the four controlled replication routing protocols su er from lower APDRs and higher AEEDs
than those of Epidemic, they signi cantly reduce
their AROs to less than 10% of Epidemic's, which
presents the e ect of controlled replication for
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spraying packets. Of the four controlled replication
routing protocols, IG-Ferry outperforms the other
three traditional ones on these three metrics, with
respect to ve simulation parameters. It signi cantly achieves, on average, about 12% higher APDRs, 60% lower AEEDs, and 2% lower AROs than
those of GeoSpray, which performs best among the
traditional binary spraying controlled replication
routing protocols surveyed.
2. As any of the two parameters, i.e. the number of
initial tokens and bu er size, increases, all controlled replication routing protocols achieve higher
APDRs and lower AEEDs simultaneously in our
simulations. Conversely, they su er from lower
APDRs and higher AEEDs with larger trac pairs,
TTL and packet size. However, if the number
of initial tokens and bu er size grow too large,
much heavier network trac and higher packet
collision/dropping/error probabilities are incurred
by too many replicated packet copies generated in
the VDTN with too much signal attenuation. In
the future, we will study optimal values of initial
tokens and bu er size for di erent realistic VDTN
trac scenarios, mobility models and propagation
e ects due to obstacles and obstructing vehicles.
3. No matter how large the trac pair, TTL, packet
size and bu er size, the maximal ARO of each
controlled replication VDTN routing protocol is
con ned by the number of initial tokens. However,
the AROs of Epidemic may grow to the total
number of all vehicles in the worst case scenario.
We, therefore, conclude that the number of initial
tokens is the most important simulation parameter
of the ve examined in this simulation.

5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we proposed the IG-Ferry routing protocol for eciently replicating packet copies among
vehicles in a VDTN. IG-Ferry classi es contacted
vehicles into three types, and re-sprays packet tokens
to di erent types of contacted vehicles according to
their estimated end-to-end delays calculated by the
proposed delay evaluation function. We conducted
NS2 simulations of a sparse urban environment, based
on the realistic vehicle trac trace of Shanghai city,
IEEE 802.11p protocol, with EDCA and the Nakagami
radio propagation model. Simulation results showed
signi cant performance improvements over three wellknown binary spraying DTN routing protocols on
average packet delivery ratios, average end-to-end delays and average replication overheads with respect
to ve parameters. Consequently, IG-Ferry facilitates
higher usability on the controlled packet replication
mechanism than traditional approaches in VDTN.
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To extend the results of this paper, there are
two major pieces of research work for the near future.
First, we will study how to predict the exact route
of a private car, and then propose an accurate route
estimation module in DEF to further improve the
performance of the IG-Ferry, according to several real
trace data of private cars. Second, we will study optimal values of communication parameters for di erent
realistic VDTN trac scenarios, mobility models and
propagation e ects, due to obstacles and obstructing
vehicles in urban environments.
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